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Introduction
Nowadays, smartphones are considered as essential devices in our daily life. Due to the 
recent advanced features in smartphones and the popularity of context-awareness in 
mobile technologies, individual’s behavioral activities with their phones, such as phone 
call activities, mobile applications usage, mobile notification responses, social network-
ing, and corresponding contextual information are recorded through the device logs. 
An individual smartphone’s ability to store user’s such diverse activities and associated 
contexts with their phones enables the study on data-driven smartphone usage behavior 
modeling and prediction [1]. In this paper, we aim to mine a set of personalized recent 
behavioral patterns, i.e., recency, based rules utilizing individual’s contextual phone log 
data, for the purpose of building an effective context-aware personalized usage behavior 
prediction model. To illustrate the efficacy of our proposed approach, in this paper, we 
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analyze the device’s phone call logs that record individual phone call behaviors in dif-
ferent contexts. These phone logs contain individual’s diverse phone call activities, e.g., 
accept, reject, missed, or making an outgoing call, and corresponding contextual infor-
mation, such as when the call was made (temporal context), where the user was (spatial 
context), and who the call was from (social relationship context).

To analyze individual’s diverse behavioral patterns in such multi-dimensional con-
texts, and design an effective behavior prediction model utilizing phone log data, can be 
used for building various data-driven context-aware personalized systems, such as smart 
interruption management system, intelligent mobile reminder system, smart mobile 
searching, and context-aware recommendation system etc. that intelligently assist the 
end mobile phone users in their daily activities in a context-aware computing environ-
ment. In order to provide such personalized services, extracting a set of recency based 
behavioral rules of individual users based on relevant contextual information utiliz-
ing their phone log data, is the key. As individuals’ mobile phone usage behavior may 
change over time from user-to-user, the recent behavioral patterns, i.e., recency, and cor-
responding machine learning rules of individuals are more likely to be interesting and 
significant than older ones for modeling and predicting their behavior, in which we are 
interested. A recency based behavioral rule of an individual mobile phone user based 
on multi-dimensional contexts is defined as [A ⇒ C] , where A (antecedent) represents 
relevant contextual information such as temporal, spatial or social contexts, and C (con-
sequent) represents individual’s recent behavior (phone call activity) for that contexts.

To extract such behavioral rules based on recency is challenging as mobile phone log data 
is not static; it is progressively added to day-by-day according to individual’s current behavior 
with their phones [2]. Currently, researchers use a static period (e.g., 6 months) of phone log 
data in order to build a rule-based user behavior model [3–5]. However, the problem utiliz-
ing a static period of log data to model individual’s behavior is that behavioral rules may not 
reflect the recent behavior of a user. Let’s consider an example of a mobile phone user Alice. 
Assume that as per log data the user has a call ‘reject’ behavioral pattern on Monday [10:00 
A.M.–12:00 P.M.] as she used to have a regular meeting at that time. Recently, she has no 
meeting at that time period on Monday and she typically ‘accepts’ incoming phone calls. So 
for this example, the past ‘reject’ behavioral pattern, even with high evidence (support value) 
according to log data, is not meaningful to predict her future behavior. Therefore, we need to 
dynamically determine the behavior changes of individual users’ so that more currently rel-
evant rules based on recency can be formulated to build an effective model.

In order to achieve our goal, a data-driven recency analysis of individual’s log data 
rather than assumptions is important. For instance, if we assume only a short period 
(e.g., last week’s data) as indicative of recent behavior of an individual, sufficient data 
instances may not be found to infer a set of meaningful behavioral rules. Individual’s 
behavioral rules based on observations with so little “support” is unlikely to be effective 
[6]. On the other hand, if we take into account comparatively longer period (e.g., last 6 
months data) as indicative of recent behavior, we could get greater support but it might 
result a greater behavioral variations. Such variations in behavior for a particular context 
decrease the confidence value and we may loose these rules because of not satisfying the 
confidence preference. Thus, the main challenge in this work, is to identify an optimal 
period of recent log data that reflects the recent behavior of individuals’ and to extract 
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corresponding recency based rules according to their own behavioral patterns. For 
extracting rules both association rule learning and classification rule learning are com-
mon and popular in the area of machine learning and data mining [7]. In our work, we 
take into account behavioral association rule learning [8] rather than classification rules 
for the purpose of rule-based modeling. The reason is that rule-set produced by classifi-
cation techniques, such as rule-based machine learning classifier, e.g., decision tree [9], 
does not consider user preference that may vary from user-to-user, leading to rigid deci-
sion making. As a result, in many context-aware cases, it does not reflect the expected 
behavioral patterns according to individual users’ preferences and may decrease the 
overall prediction accuracy. According to [10, 11], classification rules mostly have low 
reliability and cannot ensure that an extracted classification rule will have a high predic-
tive accuracy, which is briefly discussed in “Background and related work” section.

To address the above mentioned issues in behavior modeling, in this paper, we present 
RecencyMiner, a recency-based approach to model individual’s mobile usage behavior, 
which significantly extends our earlier work [2]. In our approach, we first dynamically 
determine an optimal period by identifying the behavior changes of individuals, for which 
a recent behavioral pattern has been dominant by analyzing the behavioral characteristics 
of individual mobile phone users utilizing their phone log data. If the behavioral changing 
point may not found for a particular user, then we assume that her behavior is consist-
ent over time and the entire dataset of her smartphone log can be used to discover her 
recent behavioral patterns. In our approach, once we have determined the recent log data, 
we then identify and remove the outdated rules that do not represent the present behav-
ior of an individual. Thus, our recency-based approach outputs a complete set of updated 
behavioral rules of individuals utilizing their phone log data. The rule-set produced by our 
recency-based approach can be used to minimize the error rate in various context-aware 
test cases while predicting their behavior. As individuals’ behavior can vary widely in the 
real world, such optimal period of recent log data and corresponding discovered recency-
based rules may differ from user-to-user, depending on their unique behavioral patterns.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.

• We propose an approach to dynamically identify an optimal period of recent log data 
based on changes in patterns of an individual’s behavior.

• We mine a set of recency-based user behavioral rules of individuals from their contex-
tual smartphone data, in order to model and predict their smartphone usage behavior.

• We have conducted experiments on individual’s real life smartphone datasets to eval-
uate our recency based approach and compare with existing base models to show the 
effectiveness of RecencyMiner in predictions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related works in “Back-
ground and related work” section. “Requirements analysis” section summarizes the key 
requirements of our recency-based approach. In “RecencyMiner: our approach” section, 
we present our recency-based approach step-by-step in order to extract the recency 
based behavioral rules for individual mobile phone users. We report the experimental 
results in “Evaluation and experimental results” section. Some key observations of our 
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recency-based approach are summarized in “Discussion” section, and finally “Conclu-
sions” section concludes this paper and highlights the future work.

Background and related work
In the area of data mining and machine learning, both association rule learning and clas-
sification rule learning, are the most common techniques for discovering rules from a given 
dataset [7, 12]. Decision tree [9] is the most popular classification algorithm for generating 
classification rules. However, rules produced by the decision tree, based on contexts mostly 
have low reliability [10]. According to [11], decision trees cannot ensure that a discovered 
classification rule will have a high predictive accuracy. Moreover, this technique provides 
no flexibility to set user preferences (e.g., confidence level) that may vary from user-to-user 
according to the consistency in behaviors, leading to rigid decision making [9]. On the other 
hand, association rule learning [13] is the discovery of associations or relationships among 
a set of available items in a given dataset. It discovers association rules that satisfy the pre-
defined minimum support and confidence constraints preferred by an individual, which 
ensures the reliability of rules [14]. Apriori proposed by Agrawal et al. [14] is the most pop-
ular algorithm for mining association rules. In addition to these techniques, a number of 
techniques have been proposed for mining rules in a dynamic database. These are pattern 
based [15, 16], tree based [17], three-way decision based [18, 19], probability-based [20, 21]. 
These techniques take into account the faster processing, e.g., efficiency of mining process 
by reducing the scan of dataset instead of processing the merged dataset that includes the 
original dataset and the incremental part of the dataset. However, these techniques do not 
take into account the freshness of rules, i.e., rules that represent recent patterns, in which 
we are interested to output a complete set of updated behavioral rules based on recency for 
individual mobile phone users utilizing their contextual smartphone datasets.

In order to mine users’ contextual mobile phone data to model their behavior, a num-
ber of authors use a static period of phone log data, such as phone call logs [22–25], SMS 
Log [26], mobile application (apps) usages logs [3, 27, 28], mobile phone notification logs 
[10], web logs [29–31], game Log [32], context logs [4], and smartphone life log [33, 34] 
etc. for various purposes. In particular, Pielot et al. [25], use a static period of log data 
starting from 2012 to May 2014 to predict whether a user would pick up a call or not. In 
[23], the authors use phone call log data starting from August 2014 to September 2015 
as a context source to model individual mobile phone user behavior. In [35], Sarker et al. 
have proposed a machine learning based robust user behavior model by doing experi-
ments on individual’s real-life mobile phone data over the period of 9 months. Mafrur 
et al. [34] use smartphone sensing life-log data of 2 months time period for modeling 
and discovering human behavior for identification purpose. Zhu et  al. [4] use a static 
period of contextual data of several months for mining mobile user preferences for per-
sonalized context-aware recommendation. In [3], Srinivasan et al. also use a static period 
of phone log data of 3 months for mining the contextual behavioral rules of individual 
mobile phone users, for predicting which app is preferred by a particular user under a 
certain context. To extract contextual behavioral rules according to individual’s prefer-
ences, Mehrotra et al. [10] use a static period of mobile notification log data consisting 
of 11,185 notifications for the purpose of building intelligent mobile notification man-
agement systems. All these approaches use entire log data for a static period of time, 
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and consider the overall behavioral patterns in the given datasets, to model users’ phone 
usage behavior. However, they do not privilege recent behavioral patterns, in which we 
are interested in, to model individual user behavior utilizing their phone log data.

In order to produce rules according to the recent behavior of an individual, a number 
of researchers use the behavioral patterns of recent mobile phone log data to predict the 
future behavior than the patterns derived from the entire historical logs. However, they 
consider a static period to define “recent” behavior. For instance, Lee et al. [5] extract call 
logs data for previous 3 months as a recent period for designing a call recommendation 
algorithm for an adaptive speed-call list. In [22], the authors assume the latest 2 months 
as a recent period of time call records for predicting incoming and outgoing calls for the 
next 24-h based on the user’s past communication history in order to get better predic-
tion accuracy. Phithakkitnukoon et al. [36] discuss about the adequate amount of his-
torical data than considering the entire historical for constructing a predictive model 
for caller behavior. Besides these approaches, a number of authors [37–39] deal with the 
problem of managing personal information in their mobile phones based on their dif-
ferent usage patterns for a static period of log data. Although, the most recent pattern 
is more significant than older ones, these approaches use an arbitrary period of recent 
log data from the entire data set. The problem utilizing such arbitrary period of log data 
to produce rules is that those rules may not reflect the present behavior of a user, as an 
individual’s behavior changes over time in their real world life.

Unlike these works, in this paper, we present a recency-based approach that dynami-
cally determines an optimal period of recent log data for individuals according to their 
recent behavioral patterns. Using this recent log data, this approach not only identi-
fies and removes the outdated rules but also outputs a complete set of recency-based 
updated rules for individuals according to their recent behavioral patterns utilizing their 
own phone log data.

Requirements analysis
In this section, we discuss and summarize the key requirements of our recency-based 
approach. These are: 

Req1  Identifying changes in individual’s behavioral patterns and determining recent log 
As we aim to extract individual’s recency-based behavioral rules, a key require-
ment is to identify changes in individual’s behavioral patterns, and determining 
corresponding dynamic recent log data. An optimal period of recent log data 
that reflects the recent behavior of an individual can be determined by analyz-
ing their behavioral patterns in relevant contexts. The concept of recent log data 
is formally stated as—Let, s1 be the number of instances (records) in the entire 
mobile phone dataset DS, which is temporally ordered. A recent mobile phone 
dataset DSrecent is a subset of DS, which contains the most recent records of DS 
based on timestamps of size s2 , where s2 ≤ s1 . This dynamic optimal period of 
data can be used to discover the recency-based rules of individuals. Therefore, 
the approach should have the ability to identify the changes in individual’s behav-
ior from entire phone log data without making any predefined assumptions.
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Req2  Detecting and removing outdated rules An outdated (out-of-date) behavioral rule 
is a valid rule in terms of rule’s constraints (e.g., support and confidence) but 
does not represent the recent behavior of an individual user. The definition of an 
outdated rule of individual mobile phone users is formally stated as—Let, a rule 
R1 : A1 ⇒ C1 that is discovered from entire mobile phone dataset DS, where A1 
represents the contextual information and C1 is the mobile phone usage behavior. 
The rule R1 is considered as an outdated rule Routdated , if and only if C1 is iden-
tified as conflict (different behavior) for that context A1 utilizing recent phone log 
data DSrecent ., i.e., A1 ⇒ C2 and C1  = C2 , where C1 and C2 represent the past and 
recent behavior respectively for A1 . In general, this type of rules are produced 
based on past behavioral patterns of individual’s utilizing the entire phone log 
data. As the most recent pattern is more significant than older ones, the outdated 
rules even with high support value increases the error-rate for predicting individ-
ual’s future behavior. Therefore, the approach should have the ability to detect and 
remove the outdated rules from the rule-set extracted from entire phone log data.

Req3  Discovering new recent behavioral rules A new recent behavioral rule is a rule 
that is not produced when utilizing the entire phone log data DS but is produced 
when utilizing the recent period of log data DSrecent . The definition of a new 
recent behavioral rule of individual mobile phone users is formally stated as - 
Let, a rule R : A ⇒ C that is produced utilizing recent log data DSrecent , where A 
represents the contextual information and C is the mobile phone usage behavior. 
The rule R is considered as a new recent behavioral rule Rnew , if and only if, there 
is no such rule discovered from the entire log dataset DS. Although DSrecent is a 
subset of DS, such kind of rules are not discovered utilizing the entire log data 
DS because of their low confidence value and not satisfying the user preferred 
confidence threshold (say, 80%). The reason is that individual’s behavior changes 
over time for a particular context and a number of variations in user’s behavior 
or conflicts for that context decrease the confidence of the associated behavior. 
However, a strong behavioral pattern with high confidence may be found in the 
recent phone log DSrecent , which satisfies the user preferred confidence thresh-
old. Such new rules make the behavior model more significant in order to pre-
dict individual’s future behavior. Therefore, the approach should have the ability 
to produce such new recent behavioral rules of individuals.

Req4  Dynamic management of rules As the recency-based approach is responsible not 
only to identify the dynamic optimal period of recent log data but also identify-
ing and removing the outdated rules, and discovering new recent behavioral rules, 
a dynamic management of rules is needed to get a complete set of updated rules 
without making any assumptions about when individual’s behavior changed to a 
new pattern. Let, RSinitial be a set of rules discovered from entire mobile phone data 
DS, and RSrecent be another set of rules discovered from recent log data DSrecent . A 
complete set of recency based updated rules RSupdated will be the merging output 
of these two rule-sets, e.g., RSupdated = merge(RSinitial ,RSrecent) . This complete 
updated rule-set RSupdated not only contains all the significant rules of an individual 
mobile phone user, but also expresses recent behavioral patterns that will be appli-
cable for modeling mobile phone usage behavior in the real world applications.
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RecencyMiner: our approach
In this section, we discuss our recency-based approach step-by-step for modeling 
individual mobile phone users’ behavior utilizing their phone log data.

Approach overview

Our approach accepts as input a real mobile phone log dataset DS. From this log data, 
our approach is able to output a complete set of recency based updated rules for indi-
viduals by going through several processing steps. First, we identify changes in indi-
vidual’s behavioral patterns to dynamically determine an optimal period of recent log 
data from the entire phone log. The optimal data period is determined by measur-
ing behavioral similarity of an individual for relevant contexts between the adjacent 
weeks started from the most recent week to the previous weeks. Second, from this 
recent log data, we produce a set of recent behavioral rules RSrecent . We also produce 
a set of rules using the entire log dataset, which is known as initial rule set RSinitial for 
the purpose of rule comparison. Third, once we have produced behavioral rules from 
the determined recent log data, we identify and remove the outdated rules that do 
not represent the present behavior of an individual, from the initial rule set. We also 
remove rules from RSrecent that exist in the initial rule set RSinitial . Finally, we merge 
these two rule-sets in order to output a complete set of recency-based updated rules 
RSupdated for each individual user. This complete updated rule set not only contains all 
the significant rules of an individual mobile phone user from the initial week to the 
most recent week but also expresses their recent behavioral patterns.

Identifying optimal period of recent log data

Data splitting

In this first step, we split the entire log into week-wise data as the time-of-the-week is the 
most important aspect impacting on user behavior [30]. We choose weekly basis splitting 
because of an individuals’ behavior is unlikely to be identical for all days in a week (Mon-
day, Tuesday,..., Sunday). Thus we assume that weekly patterns of behavior will repeat 
(e.g., a user has the same days off work each week). Figure 1 shows an example of week-
wise data splitting, where week W1 represents the initial week data and Wn represents the 
most recent week data in the mobile phone log of an individual mobile phone user.

Association generation

Once the data splitting has been completed, we generate context-association for each set 
of week-wise data DSweek starting from the most recent week Wn . Context association is 
simply the combination of contexts, where 

Fig. 1 An example of week-wise data splitting. This figure shows an example of data splitting starting from 
initial week to most recent week in order to identify the week-wise behavioral patterns of individuals
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 i. The association may contain single (user social activity, e.g., meeting) or multi-
dimensional contexts (user social activity, e.g., meeting, user location, e.g., office).

 ii. Contexts are added incrementally according to the precedence of contexts to cre-
ate an association based on multi-dimensional contexts.

 iii. Each context may occur at most once in an association.
 iv. The number of contexts in an association is less or equal to the total number of 

contexts in a given dataset DSweek.

 In order to identify the precedence of contexts in a dataset, we calculate information 
gain [9] which is a statistical property that calculates entropy and measures how well a 
given context-value separates the training datasets into targeted behavior classes avail-
able in the dataset. The context with the highest information gain value is considered as 
the highest precedence context.

The process for generating context associations is set out in Algorithm  1. Input data 
includes week wise data: DSweek = X1,X2, ...,Xn , which contains a set of instances with 
categorical contexts and output data is the association list assoclist . We first initialize assoc 
as empty. After that, we calculate the entropy and information gain for each context and 
identify the precedence of contexts. Once we have determined the highest precedence 
context, for each context value we generate a subset DSsub that contains that context value. 
If the subset DSsub is not empty, we recursively do this for all contexts and generate the 
associations by taking into account all contexts according to their precedence. When the 
context list becomes empty, the algorithm returns the generated association list assoclist . 
{office, meeting} is an example of context association containing 2-contexts.

Score calculation

Once we have generated the context associations, we then calculate the conflict score based 
on the conflict behavior for each association between two adjacent weeks. For this, we 
first identify the dominant behavior (maximum number of occurrences) [40], as we do not 
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expect always 100% like behavior of a user for a particular association. For instance, say a 
user 85% rejects, 10% accepts and 5% misses the incoming calls for a particular association 
of context (e.g., meeting, office), then ‘reject’ will be the dominant behavior for that asso-
ciation. Another example, say a user 65% accepts and 35% rejects the incoming calls for a 
particular association of context (e.g., seminar, office, colleague), then ‘accept’ will be the 
dominant behavior for that association. We start scanning from the most recent week Wn 
and continue to all previous weeks Wn−1,Wn−2,Wn−3, . . . ,W1 one by one to identify the 
conflict behavior for each context association in the adjacent weeks.

Once we have determined whether there is a conflict or not for each context associa-
tion generated in the earlier section, we calculate the conflict score according to Eq. 1. If 
assoctotal represents the total number of associations generated in week Wn and conflicttotal 
is the total number of conflicts found comparing with the generated associations in week 
Wn and the adjacent week Wn−1 , then the percentage (%) of conflict score with respect to 
the most recent week Wn is defined as below:

The process for calculating this conflict score is set out in Algorithm 2. Input data includes 
adjacent weeks data: DSweek1 for week Wn and DSweek2 for week Wn−1 , each of which con-
tains a set of training instances X1,X2, ...,Xn , and output data is the conflict score in per-
centage. We first generate context associations for DSweek1 and DSweek2 using Algorithm 1. 
After that for each association, we check whether the dominant behavior is same or not. If 
different dominant found then the number of conflict increases. After that, we calculate the 
percentage (%) of conflict behaviors. Finally, this algorithm returns the calculated score.

(1)Score (%) =
conflicttotal

assoctotal
× 100
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Data aggregation

Data aggregation is the last step for determining an optimal period of recent log data. For 
this, we aggregate the week-wise data based on similar behavioral patterns identified by 
conflict score. For identifying behavioral similarity, we use the conflict score (discussed 
above) between 2 adjacent weeks rather than likelihood (the fact of somethings being 
likely), as we do not expect similar contextual information in each week. For example, 
say, in a particular week, the user attends in a seminar, but may not attend in seminar 
in all weeks. However, the conflict score identifies the behavioral variations between 2 
adjacent weeks. If the conflict score of 2 adjacent weeks is 0% (no conflict), the behavio-
ral patterns are highly similar in these 2 weeks [41]. We aggregate from the most recent 
week Wn to the previous weeks [Wn−1,Wn−2, . . . , ] so on until getting a significant vari-
ation in the conflict scores of 2 adjacent weeks. We then set a boundary line for recent 
similar behavioral patterns. A significant variation is encountered when it exceeds the 
average result of the variations by considering the overall behavior in the entire dataset. 
If Stotal represents the total conflict score and Nweeks is the number of total weeks in a 
dataset, then the average score is defined as:

This helps to identify the dynamic threshold rather than assuming a static threshold to 
determine an optimal period of recent log data. Such threshold may differ from user-to-
user according to their behavioral consistency. Thus, for some users, recent behavioral 
patterns are found by aggregating large number of weeks and for some users a smaller 
number of weeks depending on how the user’s behavior changes over time-of-the-week 
in different contexts.

Figure  2 shows an example of recent log data by aggregating the most recent four 
weeks data (from Week Wn−3 up to Week Wn ), which reflect the recent behavioral pat-
terns of an individual user. According to Fig. 2, week Wn is the most recent week and 
week Wn−3 is the boundary of recent behavioral patterns, that is, the behavioral patterns 
based on related contexts before week Wn−3 (from week W1 up to week Wn−3 ), are con-
sidered as past behavior and the behavioral patterns after week Wn−3 up to the most 
recent week Wn (from week Wn−3 up to week Wn ), are considered as recent behavior of 
that user. If there is no change in behavioral patterns from week W1 (beginning of log 
data) up to week Wn , then the behavioral patterns in the entire log data are considered as 
recent patterns.

(2)Average score =
Stotal

Nweeks

Fig. 2 An example of data aggregation for identifying recent log data. This figure shows data aggregation for 
similar behavioral patterns in order to determine the dynamic log data containing recent behavioral patterns
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Rather than arbitrarily determine the number of period in advance, our algorithm 
dynamically derives an optimal period of recent log data from an individual’s mobile 
phone data. Thus, the number of weeks and time boundaries for recent log data will 
differ from user-to-user depending on how the user’s behavior changes over time-of-
the-week in different contexts. We utilize such variable length of recent log data for pro-
ducing individual’s recency-based rules.

Machine learning based behavioral rule generation and management

Once the recent log data DSrecent has been determined, we produce rules utilizing 
this data. To produce rules, we apply our earlier rule-based machine learning tech-
nique, association generation tree [8] on recent log data. The reason for choosing this 
tree-based learning is that in a tree-based approach, the nodes closer to the root are 
more general, that can be used in mining general behavioral rules. In order to gener-
ate the behavioral rules, this approach first generates a tree according to the prec-
edence of contexts, where each node represents the behavior class and corresponding 
confidence value. After designing the tree, rules are extracted by traversing the tree 
from root node to each decision node, identified by node’s value. This approach pro-
duces a set of human understandable behavioral rules (contexts ⇒ behavior) based 
on multi-dimensional contexts in order to model individual mobile phone user 
behavior. The produced rules not only capture individual’s generalized behavior at a 
particular level of confidence with a minimal number of contexts, but also express 
specific exceptions to the general rules when more context-dimensions are taken 
into account. For instance, typically a user rejects most of the incoming calls (83%), 
when she is in a meeting; However, she always (100%) accepts if the incoming call is 
from her boss. Thus the produced general and specific exception rule are represented 
as Rgeneral : meeting ⇒ reject ( conf = 83% ) and Rexception : meeting , boss ⇒ accept 
( conf = 100% ) respectively. Such produced rules are non-redundant and reliable 
according to individual’s preferred confidence.

In our approach, once we have produced rules utilizing a dynamic length of recent log 
data DSrecent , we merge this rule-set with initial rule-set RSinitial that is produced utiliz-
ing the entire phone log data DS. To extract the initial rule-set RSinitial , we also use the 
same rule discovery approach [8] discussed above, in order to output a complete set of 
updated rules RSupdated for each individual user. While merging, we identify and remove 
the outdated rules from the initial rule-set RSinitial , as these rules do not represent the 
recent behavior of an individual. We also remove rules from RSrecent that exist in the 
initial rule set RSinitial . Thus, we output a complete set of recency-based updated rules 
by taking into account the behavioral patterns in both the rule-sets RSinitial and RSrecent 
using a rule merging operation, e.g., RSupdated = merge(RSinitial ,RSrecent).

Evaluation and experimental results
To validate our proposed recency-based approach, we have conducted a range of 
experiments on the real mobile phone datasets of individual mobile phone users. For 
this purpose, first we set a number of questions that we aim to answer by the experi-
ments and describe the experimental setup. Then, we discuss our findings in answer-
ing these questions.
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Experimental setup

To validate our proposed recency-based approach, we aim to answer the following 
questions:

• Question 1: Does the produced recency-based behavioral rule-set of an individual 
mobile phone user differ with the initial rule-set discovered from the entire phone 
log data?

• Question 2: Is our recency-based approach personalized and how is the conflict 
score used to identify an optimal period of recent log for individuals?

• Question 3: How effective is our proposed recency-based approach, Recen-
cyMiner, in minimizing the error rate in context-aware predictions relative to 
existing base models?

In answering these questions, we have conducted a range of experiments on the real 
mobile phone datasets of individual mobile phone users. In the following subsections, 
we briefly describe the datasets, and present the experimental results and discussion.

Smartphone datasets

We have conducted experiments on ten phone log datasets of individuals to evaluate 
our approach. These call log datasets consist of 55,105 phone call records, and repre-
sented as CDS01, CDS02, ..., CDS10 for ten individual mobile phone users respectively 
for the purpose of experimental evaluation. These datasets are collected from individual 
mobile phone users over the period of 9  months by Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) for their Reality Mining project [26]. An example of such data is repre-
sented as ‘device ID (e.g., 000e6d2a3564— Amy’s Phone), time series (e.g., 2016-09-19 
10:03:15—time format YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss), cell area (e.g., 24127), cell tower ID 
(e.g., 111 - MIT), contact phone number (e.g., 6175559821—Amy’s number), call direc-
tions (incoming, missed, and outgoing), call duration (e.g., 23 s). These raw datasets are 
used to conduct our experimental analysis for the purpose of validating our recency-
based approach “RecencyMiner”.

Preparing contextual raw data

In our experiments, initially we pre-process all the raw contextual data of the given data-
sets described above. In this process, we first convert the time-series data into nominal 
values as the raw temporal data represents continuous time-series with numeric times-
tamps values. In order to generate nominal values of raw time-series data, we use our 
earlier BOTS technique [40] that dynamically generates a number of behavior-oriented 
time segments, according to their behavioral activity patterns. An example of such seg-
ment is Friday [09:00–11:00] that represents similar behavioral activities in that time 
period. As social context, we use individual’s unique contact number available in the 
datasets in our experiment. For this, we also generate data-centric social context [42] 
that represents individual’s one-to-one social relationship based on their unique mobile 
phone numbers in the dataset. For example, mother’s phone number (03..0543) is used 
as one relationship ‘Rel01’, while friend’s phone number (03...0342) is used as another 
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relationship ‘Rel02’. For spatial context, we use individual’s physical location on the earth, 
such as home, office, market, MIT, Harvard etc. recorded from the given cell tower 
information that exist in the dataset. We also pre-process individual’s phone call behav-
ior as we are interested in user’s accepting and rejecting behaviors that are recorded as 
incoming call activity in the dataset. Thus, we derive these behaviors using call dura-
tion that represents one’s talking period with another over phone. If the call duration 
for an incoming call is zero then the call has been rejected (not answered), otherwise 
(call duration > zero ) the call has been accepted [6]. Overall in our experiment analysis, 
we use the above mentioned three dimensions of contexts, and corresponding diverse 
phone call behaviors, accept, reject, missed and making outgoing calls in these contexts, 
to evaluate our recency-based approach.

Evaluation metric

In order to measure the effectiveness of the discovered recency-based rules, we compare 
the predicted response with the actual response (i.e., the ground truth) and compute the 
effectiveness in terms of:

• Error rate a performance measure often express as a percentage in predictions. It 
measures the percentage of incorrect predictions over the total number of test cases, 
which is determined by the best matching rules that are discovered. Let, the number 
of incorrect predictions is nincorrect , and the total number of test cases is |N|, then the 
formal definition of error rate is: 

• Prediction coverage measures how many of the test cases are predicted by the discov-
ered rules for a particular confidence threshold, preferred by an individual mobile 
phone user. Let, the number of test cases predicted by the rules is ncovers , and the 
total number of test cases is |N|, then the formal definition of the coverage is: 

In order to calculate the effectiveness of our recency-based approach in terms of the 
above defined error rate (%) and prediction coverage (%), we take into account the most 
recent two weeks data as test cases, and the remaining as train dataset, in order to build 
the model. For instance, if the data of the weeks Wn and Wn−1 is considered as test data, 
then the data of all the previous weeks {Wn−2,Wn−3, ...,W1} are considered as train data, 
where Wn represents the most recent week data. The higher value of prediction coverage 
with lower error-rate represents the effectiveness of our recency-based approach.

Experimental results

As our recency based approach is individualized, we illustrate with the detailed of 
experimental results utilizing all the datasets, mentioned above. In addition to the 

(3)Error rate (%) =
nincorrect

|N |
∗ 100%

(4)Coverage (%) =
ncovers

|N |
∗ 100%
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individualized results, we also report the average prediction results of our experiments 
on all the above mobile phone datasets of individual users. The experimental results of 
our approach are also compared with the existing baseline approaches that use a static 
period of log data in order to model the phone usage behavior of individuals. We call 
these models as “BaseModel” in terms of using the static period of log data rather than 
recency for modeling phone usage behavior. The details of these base models are dis-
cussed briefly in “Background and related work” section. As we determine a dynamic 
period of recent log data by taking into account individual’s recent behavioral patterns, 
in our recency based approach “RecencyMiner”, we compare the experimental results 
with the base model mentioned earlier, in the below subsections.

Effect on the discovered rules

In order to answer the first question, in this experiment, we show the effect on 
the number of rules discovered by our recency-based approach. For this, Fig.  3 
shows the relative comparison of the produced number of rules for all ten datasets 
CDS01, CDS02,  ..., CDS10 for a particular confidence preference 80%. For the purpose 
of comparison, we apply both the base model that considers the entire static log data and 
our recency-based approach that takes into account the dynamic recent log data for an 
optimal time period, for all the datasets mentioned above.

If we observe Fig. 3, we see that the produced number of rules using our recency-based 
approach increases compared with the number of rules produced by the base model for 
these datasets. The base model considers the overall patterns in the dataset meaning that 
if there is a change in behavior in the dataset the older conflicting rules will nullify the 
more recent rules. As a result, a number of recent patterns can not be discovered in the 
rule-set produced by base model. On the other-hand, in our recency-based approach, we 
discover a number of new behavioral rules according to the recent behavioral patterns in 
the datasets and output a complete set of recency based updated rules. Thus the num-
ber of rules increases, depends on the number of new discovered rules based on recent 
patterns.

Fig. 3 Effect on the number of discovered rules of our recency-based approach. This figure shows the effect 
on the number of discovered rules of our recency-based approach over the initial rules produced by base 
model for a collection of datasets
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Effect of conflict score for identifying individual’s recent log

In order to answer the second question, in this experiment, we show the effect of con-
flict scores on adjacent weeks in order to identify the recent log period. For this, Table 1 
shows the conflict scores of a sample user for each adjacent week, where Wn represents 
the most recent week in the dataset.

If we observe Table  1, we see that the behavior of an individual mobile phone user 
is not conflict-free over time. For some adjacent weeks (week Wn and week Wn−1 ), the 
conflict score is zero, i.e., the behavior is identical for the similar contexts in these weeks. 
On the other hand, for some adjacent weeks (week Wn−15 and week Wn−16 ), the conflict 
score is more than zero, i.e., not identical for all the similar contexts. As can be seen in 
Table 1, the conflict score is not always zero of an individual (dataset CDS06), we cal-
culate the average score (2.22%) using Eq. 2 of an individual to use as a threshold rather 
than assuming an arbitrary threshold value.

From Table 1, we found that the behavioral patterns are similar from week Wn to week 
Wn−5 and a significant variation (≥ 2.22%) has been encountered between week Wn−5 
and week Wn−6 for this user. In other words, the last 6 weeks data is the recent log period 
that represents the recent behavioral patterns of this user.

Figures 4 and 5 summarize the average conflict score (%) and corresponding recent log 
period (in weeks) for all datasets. From Fig. 4, we found that average conflict score may 
vary from user-to-user depends on their behavioral consistency over time. As the behav-
iors of different individuals are not identical in the real word, the dynamic log period may 
also differ from user-to-user according to their unique behavioral patterns, shown in Fig. 5. 
Thus, we can conclude that a static period of log data may not be meaningful to model 
individual’s phone usage behavior, should be personalized, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Table 1 Conflict score count for a sample user utilizing the dataset (CDS06)

Adjacent weeks Conflict score (%)

Week [Wn] and week [Wn−1] 0

Week [Wn−1] and week [Wn−2] 0

Week [Wn−2] and week [Wn−3] 0

Week [Wn−3] and week [Wn−4] 0

Week [Wn−4] and week [Wn−5] 1.43

Week [Wn−5] and week [Wn−6] 2.95

Week [Wn−6] and week [Wn−7] 0.83

Week [Wn−7] and week [Wn−8] 0.70

Week [Wn−8] and week [Wn−9] 3.37

Week [Wn−9] and week [Wn−10] 3.35

Week [Wn−10] and week [Wn−11] 2.77

Week [Wn−11] and week [Wn−12] 1.10

Week [Wn−12] and week [Wn−13] 1.67

Week [Wn−13] and week [Wn−14] 1.80

Week [Wn−14] and week [Wn−15] 2.58

Week [Wn−15] and week [Wn−16] 5.01

Week [Wn−16] and week [Wn−17] 3.41

Week [Wn−17] and week [Wn−18] 4.51

Week [Wn−18] and week [Wn−19] 3.46

Week [Wn−19] and week [Wn−20] 5.32

Week [Wn−20] and week [Wn−21] 0.59
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Effectiveness comparison and analysis

In order to answer the third question, in this experiment, we show the effectiveness of 
our recency based approach in terms of prediction coverage (%) and error rate (%) com-
paring with the base model for providing context-aware mobile services. Figures 6 and 
7 show the prediction results for different individuals utilizing their own datasets, men-
tioned above. The results are shown for a particular confidence preference 80% for both 
approaches.

From Figs. 6 and 7, we find that our recency-based approach consistently outperforms 
the base model for predicting individuals mobile phone usage behavior. The main reason 
is that rules produced by the base model do not reflect the rule’s freshness according to 
the recent behavior of individuals. As a result, it gives higher error rate in predictions, 
as we use the recent dataset as the test cases. On the other-hand, our recency-based 
approach resolves this issue by producing rules according to individual’s recent behavio-
ral patterns, thus makes the approach more effective by maximizing perdition coverage 
with minimum error rate.

Fig. 4 Effect on the conflict score of individuals. This figure shows the effect on the conflict score according 
to individual’s behavioral patterns utilizing their datasets, which may vary from user-to-user

Fig. 5 Effect on the recent log period of individuals. This figure shows the effect on individual’s recent log 
period in weeks utilizing their datasets, which may vary from user-to-user
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In addition to individual’s comparison, we also show the relative comparison of aver-
age prediction coverage and error rate in predictions comparing it with base model for a 
collection of datasets. The average results (average prediction coverage and the average 
error rate for all the datasets) are shown in Fig. 8. The average results also show that our 

Fig. 6 Effectiveness comparison in terms of error rate for individuals. This figure shows the effectiveness 
comparison in terms of error rate (%) of our approach with the base model utilizing their datasets

Fig. 7 Effectiveness comparison in terms of prediction coverage for individuals. This figure shows the 
effectiveness comparison in terms of prediction coverage (%) of our approach with the base model utilizing 
their datasets

Fig. 8 Effectiveness comparison of individuals (average) This figure shows the effectiveness comparison of 
our approach in terms of average prediction coverage (%) and error rate (%) for a collection of dataset
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recency-based approach performs better than the base model for a collection of data-
sets. The reason is that we take into account individual’s recent behavioral patterns while 
producing the behavioral rules for individual users, which improves the effectiveness of 
our approach by capturing their behavioral patterns more properly.

Discussion
Overall, our recency-based approach is fully personalized and reflects individual’s recent 
behavioral patterns according to their phone log data. To the best of our knowledge, this 
is the first dynamic recent log-based study that takes into account individual’s recent 
behavioral patterns for modeling individual mobile phone user’s behavior in order to get 
a complete set of recency-based updated rules. Compared to the base model that uses 
a static period of log data (briefly discussed in “Background and related work” section), 
the effectiveness of our recency-based approach is improved for predicting individual’s 
phone usage behavior. Our approach not only maximizes the prediction coverage for a 
number of test cases but also minimizes the error-rate (%) in predictions that have been 
shown in Figs. 6,  7 and 8. In the following, we highlight a number of key observations of 
our approach.

To determine an optimal period of recent log, identifying changes in individual’s behav-
ior is the key of our recency-based method. In our approach, we have dynamically deter-
mined a particular period of recent log data for each individual, which gives the optimal 
result based on the recent behavioral patterns of an individual considering all the rel-
evant context associations of that particular user. Such optimal period may differ from 
user-to-user as the behavioral patterns of individuals are not identical in the real world. 
In our experiments, we have determined different periods of recent log data for different 
users based on their unique behavioral patterns, shown in Fig. 5. As we want not only 
to update the initial rules based on recency but also to discover new recent behavioral 
rules for a particular confidence threshold, the determination of such an optimal period 
of recent log can play a primary role to achieve our goal.

Another important finding of our study is that a number of outdated rules can be 
found for each individual mobile phone user, as their phone usage behaviors are not 
static in the real world. For a particular context, the user may change her behavior 
over time, which makes a rule out-of-date and not interested to a particular individual. 
Besides, these outdated rules, a number of new recent behavioral rules can be found 
which makes the behavior modeling approach more effective, which has been shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7.

We have observed a significantly lower prediction coverage, and higher error-rate (%) 
when using base model compared to our approach. The reason is that rules produced 
by base model considered the overall behavioral patterns available in the entire dataset. 
On the other hand, our recency-based method takes into account only the recent behav-
ioral patterns of an individual mobile phone users which is most significant than older 
ones in the real world. Although our recency-based approach gives better prediction 
results comparing with base model, this approach is not applicable to an arbitrary data-
set. Before applying this recency-based approach, the dataset should ordered as tem-
poral sequences containing the behavioral consistency of individuals. In our approach, 
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we assume users’ behaviors follow a weekly pattern and use a weekly window in order 
to calculate the conflict score, as time-of-the-week is an important factor impacting on 
mobile user behavior and the behavior is influenced by time-of-the-week [30]. However, 
our approach does not depend on any particular time scale, e.g., time-of-the-week, to 
identify the optimal period of recent log. To model behavior for another time scale, e.g., 
time-of-the-day, day-of-month, week-of-month, week-of-year or quarter-of-year, corre-
sponding data pre-processing is needed according to these scales before applying the 
approach.

As the main focus of this work is to output a complete set of recency-based updated 
rules, i.e., freshness in rules, we process the entire dataset rather than only incremen-
tal mining. The reason is that the behavior changing point may not be found in the 
incremental dataset for a small period, e.g., last 2 weeks, but can be found in the entire 
dataset for getting the optimal value, in order to produce new recent behavioral rules 
with high support for individual mobile phone users. In addition to smartphone usage, 
our recency-based approach can also be applied in other application domains, such as 
recency-based IoT (Internet of Things) service, recency-based stock market prediction, 
recency-based healthcare or transport service, recency-based job market analysis, and 
other relevant areas, where temporal context in time-series and human current interests 
or preferences are involved.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a recency-based approach to produce and output a 
complete set of updated rules according to individual’s recent behavioral patterns. For 
this, we have taken into account four aspects, such as identifying changes in individual’s 
behavior and determining an optimal period of recent log data, identifying and removing 
the outdated rules that do not represent the recent behavior of an individual, discovering 
new recent behavioral rules using the determined recent log data, and dynamic manage-
ment of these rules in order to output a complete set of recency-based updated behav-
ioral rules for individual mobile phone users. The updated rule-set not only contains all 
the significant rules of individual mobile phone users from their entire phone log data 
but also expresses their recent behavioral patterns in rules that will be applicable in vari-
ous real-world mobile applications. Although, we use individual’s mobile phone usage 
and corresponding contextual information as example to illustrate our approach, this 
recency-based model is also applicable to other application domains in the real world. 
To assess the usability of this recency-based approach in application level can be a future 
work.
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